
Since 1997 NÜ has excited a loyal female fan base with its sophisticated and raw designs, and they are 
now launching their first men’s collection.

The NÜ MAN debut collection consists of distinctive design, and the strong DNA pays tribute to the 
brand’s original values. The focal point of the men’s collection is a raw expression mixed with mascu-
line elements - a clean and provocative statement that creates a timeless classic look with a twist of 
individuality.

The collection, known as NÜ MAN, is a fusion of formal and raw, which 
consists of blazers, pants, tees, shirts, knitwear, shoes, accessories and outerwear.

“We have received numerous requests from our customers and clients to make a men’s line which 
encouraged us to put in motion this new concept. There are no chinos or checkered shirts but we will 
offer some inspiring new products that will open a whole new market for the brand”  

The line consists of luxurious materials and solid-color styles in neutral colors such as black, grey and 
cream. The first images were photographed in Los Angeles to reflect the metropolis and its urban 
roots, a city fitting of the opportunities and diversity the collection provides. 
Our special “7-days / 7-ways” theme for the collection – acts as an inspiration and style guide for the 
Danish man which shows how 7 pieces of clothing can offer a new expression for 7 days of the 
week. This theme has become a signature of the Women’s collections, due to its great success.

The exciting new collection will be available in stores from August 2016, and NÜ has brought onboard 
agents for France, USA, Germany and Denmark. 
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